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Wu Bai and China Blue will perform an electrifying concert
at the Arena of Stars
The legendary Taiwanese rock star returns to Resorts World Genting to
play his greatest hits
Genting Highlands, 08 June 2018 – The King of Chinese Rock, Wu Bai, is back to thrill his
fans at Resorts World Genting. The Wu Bai and China Blue ROCK STAR Live in Genting
concert will take place on September 15, 2018 at the Arena of Stars, promising to be an
adrenalin and energetic concert that will showcase why Wu Bai and his band China Blue
is considered one of the greatest live rock acts in Asia.
Born in 1958, Wu Bai – Five Hundred – is the nickname of Wu Chun-Lin, who began his
music career in Taipei. A job in a music shop led Wu to take up music full time, leading
him to debut with two songs Lighting A Cigarette and Dust of Angels on the Dust of
Angels motion picture soundtrack in 1992. Unusually in the Taiwanese music industry,
Wu played the guitar and wrote his own songs, combining poetic lyrics with 70s
progressive rock tunes. This eventually led to the formation of Wu Bai and China Blue,
bringing together Dean Zavolta (drums), Yu Ta-Hao (keyboards) and Chu Chien-Hui (bass
guitar) – musicians that Wu jammed with in Taipei, with the quartet having instant mo
chi, or chemistry.
Wu Bai and China Blue then began to gain fame in the Taiwanese music scene through
live performances, leading up to the release of their first two albums – Loving Others Is A
Happy Thing in 1992 and Wanderer’s Love Song in 1994. Wu Bai had his breakthrough in
1996 when Wu Bai and China Blue played in Hong Kong for the first time. The album The
End Of Love and its hit single Norwegian Forest then propelled Wu into stardom, selling
over 600,000 copies, leading the media to dub him the ‘King of Live Music.’ Blending
soulful lyrics with uncanny stage presence and a European-style rock vibe, Wu Bai and
China Blue’s fame spread beyond Taiwan and Hong Kong to Singapore, Malaysia, Japan
and even to Canada and the United States.
Over the course of his career, Wu Bai has released 18 studio albums, as well as 11 live
recordings, which have proven to be very popular with his loyal fanbase. His albums
Lonely Tree, Lonely Bird and Nail Flower were named Album of the Year at the Golden
Melody awards, Taiwan’s equivalent of the Grammy Awards. Wu has also written songs

for many popular artists, including Andy Lau, Emil Chau, Karen Mok, Tarcy Su and Vivian
Hsu.
Wu Bai and China Blue fans can now experience an intimate live Wu Bai experience of
their own at the Wu Bai and China Blue ROCK STAR Live in Genting concert, which will be
held on September 15, 2018. Tickets are now available for sale, priced at RM630 (VIP),
RM459 (PS1), RM336 (PS2), RM223 (PS3), and RM119 (PS4). An additional RM3.80
processing fee applies.
Genting Rewards Card (GRC) members enjoy a 10% discount when they purchase via
Genting Point Redemption or with cash or credit card, applicable for VIP to PS3 tickets
category. Tickets for children are priced at RM47.
For more information, call +603 2718 1118 or visit www.rwgenting.com
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